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RIP·: Xavier Yearbook
A lack_of student interest·and poor sales bury the Musketeer

GRACE NORTHERN
Senior News Editor-·
·.

.

Due to a lack of interest and insufficient funding, the Musketeer
Annual has decided to close the
doors on the Xavfor yearbook, an
80-year publication. The final edition of the yearbook will commemorate the 2004-05 school year.
In September of 2004, the
Newswire published an article announcing that the yearbook would
be cancelled after the distribution
of the 2004 edition. as a result of
the decrease in sales and increas- ·
ing debt.
Following the article, administrators from Student Life and members of the yearbook staff received
an outcry from alumni, administrators and students expressing their
disappointment in the decision to
discontinue the yearbook.. .
·
In response, the· decision was:
made to try to.revive the yearbook
for at least one more edition.
"After hearing these concerns,
we decided to bring the yearbook
back for one more year to s~e if we
PHOTOS TAKEN BY BRYON LORTON AND NATHAN WITTMAN
could really salvage it, but it just
The yearbook was once a staple of Xavier University. But, a~ the photo above illustrates, student .
didn't work," safd Assistant Vice
interest has run out. Whether or not a return of the yearbook will occur is not certain.
President of Student Life and Dean
of money generated from the num- . yearbook's Editor-in-Chief,·senior they graduate, and who knows what
of Students Dr. Luther Smith.
Jessica Moman, "Each year, there technology is going to be 10 years
ber
of yearbooks sold.
Unfortunately, this last edition
has been a couple hundred less pur- from now," said Smith.
"In
the
past,
we
have
provided
of the yearbook did not see an inchased.
various
amounts
of
funding
for
·the
If there's no demand for it, I
crease in sales.
Currently, the final 2Q05 edition
"We only sold about 100 cop- yearbook. Last year, we provided can understand the decision to end of the yearbook is being distributed.
ies, and 100 copies is not nearly . them with $7,700," said senior SGA it. Now, SGA can delegate the ·Now, the questiOn remains if stumoney to other clubs."
adequate enough to produce this. President William Buckley.
dents or alumni will be disapAlthough the cost to produce the
The reason students are decid- pointed enough to_make an attempt ·
publication," said Smith.
While the yearbook receives· yearbook varies every year, it is al- ing to no longer purchase year- to bring the yearbook back for a
books can be attributed to a num- second round. Although bringing
some funding from the Student ways an expensive publication.
"It has been as much as $60,000 ber of possible causes.
Government Association, their
the yearbook back is not out of the
"It's hard to say why people seem question; many of
budget relies heavily on the amount · to produce a yearbook," said Smith.
In past years when to have lost interest in buying year- the past problems ·
sales were down, the books. To me, it seems like college will have to be adyearbook had to turn life in general is moving into a dif- dressed.
to the Student Gov- ferent era. There are so many differ"I really don't
ernment Association ent modes of media available to- anticipate that stuand Student Life to day," said Moman.
dents
are going to
.
I
help bring them out
Individuals working on the year- · have a big prob- .
of financial trouble. book initially considered the idea !em. However, on
However, since the of producing the yearbook in a the flip side of
'Musketeer Annual is more updated format.
that, I fully expect
dependent on. stu"We had talked about several in a year or so for a
dent sales, it cannot different options in order to keep it group of students
continue to rely on in some format. We talked about to come.and say
these o~tside sources maybe going to a CD-ROM. But that they want to
for additional fund- while a CD-ROM is great right now, reorganize and put
ing.
a yearbook really only becomes a yearbook toAccording to the valuable to a person 10 years after gether again. The
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unfortunate part is that in the next
couple of years, there's going to be
a gap. Also, we would need to work
with student government to fund
it because we really need to have
some clear commitment in terms of
financing," said Smith.
Even though it appears that the
yearbook will be out of print for
some years to come, Moman expressed the pleasure she had about
being able to work on the final issue.
"It has really meant a lot to work
on the final yearbook because I always knew that it might be the last.
Working on the yearbook was a
huge part of last year for me. I re..
ally enjoyed working with our
'staff; even as small as it was, we
always had a lot of fun," said
Moman:
Last year's staff consisted of five
members: seniors Meredith Liles
and Gary Nolan, 2005 graduates
Jessica Butler, Liz Durnell, and
Moman.
While Moman was disappointed in the discontinuation of
the yearbook, she hopes that the
final edition of the Musketeer Annual, ironically titled "Built to
Last," will sufficiently highlight
the many different aspects of
Xavier.
"YJe really tried to incorporate
as many clubs as possible in this
last edition. I'm hoping that the last
edition will be very representative
or'Xavier," said Moman.
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Community
Action Day

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Jump &. Tht111Jp<program

BRIEFS
Rachel Peters, Editor
News Room: 745-3122
riewswire-news@xavier.edu

CAMPUS NEWS .

helps kidslead .healthy. lives
RACHEL PETERS

provided with a healthy snack, and
given a tour of some aspect of
Xavier. ·so far, the students have
toured O'Connor Sports Center,
toured a residence hall, and listened
to a presentation by Xavier Cam- ·
pus Police officer Robert Reihs. On
Thursday the students will take

balance, and that athletes of every
sport use jump roping to improve
·
their endurance.
The third session, "Trixters," is
about learning postions, hand
movements anci tricks. The kids focus on such things as foot movements, crossing tricks, spinning

Clark said. This performance makes
them
feel like they've ti:ulyaccomCampus News Editor
plished something admirable.
Clark believes that jumping rope
In the Jump & Thump program, I 0
Community Action day is
is a great alternative to competitive
Xavier students have teamed up with
from 9 a.m. until 1 p.m. on Satteam sports because anyone can do
the nonprofit organization Happen
urday. Students who particiit and it doesn't cost anything. All
Inc. to help I 0 second, third and
pate receive complimentary
the kids need is a jump rope and they
fourth grade students from Parham
breakfast !ind lunch and a free
- can practice and excel in
Elementary School learn
T-shirt. Community Action day
their own time,
about the importance offitis a great opportunity to get
· Husman Hall director
ness and nutrition.
involved at Xavier and do serKathleen Edwards re"This program is a colvice with your. friends in the
cruited students from her
laboration model, bringing
Cincinnati community. Anyone
hall
to volunteer in a trial
together
business
sponinterested should meet in GSC.
run of the program.
sors, local agencies; and
Edwards said that the orpartners in education from
ganizers wanted to start
the elementary level to col· small so that it would be
lege, and it really works.
more personal between
Barefoot Advertising sponthe Xavier students and
sored this. event, and
the elementary students.·
Xavier mentored the chilTeam in Training, the larg"It's really neat to see
dren who are participants
est endurance program in the
the
relationships develop.
in the Families Forward
They
are really teaching
world, is recruiting runners and
program at Parham Elemenwalkers for the Flying Pig Maraeach
other," Edwards
tary School. Happen Inc. is
thon in May 2006. Team in
said.
She
also commented
proud to put itaHtogether
Training is a non-profit organithat
sometimes
the elby featuring Happen's
zation that raises money for
ementary
students
caught
.Jump & Thump program to
blood cancer patients.
on to the tricks before the
children and students, ere- ·
This effort is part of a graducollege students could.
· .
·.
·
.·
. .
· . ··
. ,"
PHOTO BY RACHEL PETERS
ating healthy _minds and.
Clark began working
ate class project for Public Relifestyles," Happen Pro- Two time jump rope world champion Ben Clark sp~aks to Parham Elementaf'Y students
with the American Heart
lations and Communication in
gram Coordinator Brian about the importance of fitness and nutrition in the Jump & Thump program. ·
Association when he was
Sports taught by. instructor · Vanaski said. ·
tricks, power tricks and release. younger and has been jump roping
Betsy Ross.
Coordinating the program for tour of a botany lab.
The Jump & Thump Program moves.
for at least 15 years.
For more information conHappen Inc. arid Familes Forward is
With this third session, Clark
tact Charmian Craig at
Clark competed in both individual
two-time world jump rope champion has four sections: the demo,
Quixsters, Trixsters, and Mixters. hopes the kids will "come up with to~rnaments and team tournaments
craigc@xavier.edu or (859) 620Ben Clark.
0886.
Happen Inc. works directly with Thedemo is used to "spark their their own style, while learning and soon found himself on the best
Families Forward, Cincinnati United interest and get them excited," Clark tricks." He strives for the moment jlimp rope team in the nation. He began traveling the. world in seventh
Way's first family resource center and· said. The first week, Clark demongrade alongside Olympic gymnastic
program for neighborhood schools. strated some of his jump roping
medalists.
Families Forward works directly.with tricks to shock the students "so
Over the past several years, jumpParham Elementary school, as well as they walk away with a new image
ing rope has gained national expo..:
Withrow University High School, ofjump roping," Clark said.
On the· first day, there was also
sure., The jumping rope national
Our Mother of Sorrows, and Bond
championships are now aired on
a
focus
on
the
importance
ofnutriHill Academy.
The Health and Counseling
ESPN.
According to · its website, tion and hydration, along with tips
Center is offering complimenon
how
to
make
quick,
healthy
deIn college, Clark began coaching
www.familiesforward.net, "Families
tary "quit smoking" bags for
cisions.
The
students
were
given
jump
rope, as well as continuing his
Forward works because it gives famistudents during the month of
·
competitive
jump ropingjourney. He .
their
own
jump
rope,
as
well
as
a
lies the skills they need to identify
November who are trying to
packet
containing
jump
roping
moved
to
Cincinnati
a year and a half
and solve their own pr.oblems. They
quit smoking.
tricks,
nutrition
information,
and
an.
ago
and
began
working
as a full-time
become better parents, children beexercise
chart.
potter.
come better students, and the comThe sec.ond session, "Quixters," when the kids realize that, with pracHe was searching for a place
munity becomes a better place to live.
The family is strerigthened, the elaborated on basic jump roping tice, they can do all the tricks that were he could teach and found Hapschool is strengthened and the com- tricks, speed stepping and double- he,_as a world champion, can do. : pen Inc., where he began running
In the fourth session, "Mixters," their clay program.
unders. This session is dedicated
munity is strengthened."
Clark has also reconnected with
Each Thursday afternoon, the 10 · to practice in order to build endur- the tric.ks begin to become a rouParham Elementary students are ance, and to help the students "feel tine.'The kids also get up in front of a local jump roping team, the Roping
Husman Hall is sponsoring
picked up from school by a stretch like they can do anything," Clark the group and perform their own Rockets. Clark is now assisting the
a coffee hour from 3:30 p.m.
routine to music. The purpose of team and there is also a possibility
Lincoln Navigator. limousine and said.
until 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday. · brought to the O'Connor Sports CenThe students are taught that the performance is to "break down that Clark may compete with the RopFestive fall snacks, pumpkin
ter. On campus, the students are jumping rope can improve endur".' the fear of showing a skill they ing Rockets in their next n·ational
painting, games and coffee are
taught jump rope basics and tricks, ance, coordination, strength and have" in front ofa group of people, tournament.
being shared in the lobby. This
event is sponsored by the Of- ·
fice of International Student
J"J 1 1
Services and Husman Hall and
is free for all students.

a

Join the Flying Pig
Marathon

Quit smoking in
November

Festive fun in
Husman Hall

Police Notes

Alpha Sigma Nu
applications
Juniors or seniors with a 3.5
grade point average or higher
are invited to apply to Alpha
Sigma Nu, the National Jesuit
Honor Society. Applications
are due Nov. 11.

0Ctober25; 7:00 p.m.Police warned twojuveniies about trespassing after
acting suspicious in the south lot.

October 27, 9:30 a.m.-:A student was cited for use of a
fictitious parking pass in the
·Alumni/Woodburn lot.

October.29,1:34 p.m.A student reported the theft of
a purse from a house on Williams .
Ave. in Norwood.

October26, 1:22 p.m.Campus Police warned two
non-students about trespassing
after seen soliciting for money in
the Elet lot.

October 29, 6:03 a.m. Campus Police received a report
from an RA in Buenger Hall after
finding racially derogatory messages on a dry erase board on the
third floor.

October 30, 2:44 a.m. Two_ stude.nts were observed
knocking over newspaper racks on
the academic mall. Both students
were cited for underage consumption.

~ampus

CAMPUS NEWS
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Classics conference focuses on
saving the study of the classics
.

.

.

-

.

.

All those in attendance w.ill ex~ schools. We also need to explore if·
perience. discussions on such top- . classics in schools with an empha. ics as classical language curriculum sis on liberal arts fare better than.
Roman the- cithers and if we need to do abetter
This weekend,· Xavier will host ·revision, Jesuit use
job iri explaining w~at classics is
the Jesuit Edu.cation and the Cla~ ater; and the Latin c_urriculum.
Pape.r.s and research on the clas- ··to the different administrations in
sics conference to explore the use..:
fulness ofclassics education in the sics will also be presented to pro- our high schools, colleges, and univide a thorough explanation for versities," says Dr, Edmund Cueva,
university. .
chair of Xavier's classics DepartRonaldAnderson, S.J., author of those who attend.
The Future of Philosophy in Jesuit
· Faculty members from the clas- ment.
Cueva has a very positive opinHigher Education, says classics .. sics department are especially inion of the conference, and he
education is "a discipline that flourhopesothat it will become an anished decades ago in curriculums, · ·
nual or biannual event to make sure
but now is very much o~ the mar. that such an important part of the
gins."
·:
Jesuit and liberal ari~ education .
Many Jesuit institutions have bedoes not disappear.
gun to agree with this statement, and
"Many universities are losing
they are closing their classics departthe
Jesuit identity, and movingtoa
ments.
more
secular education. Schools
The goal ofthis weekend's conshould
recognize that kids need the
ference is to decide whether Xavier's
l_iberal
arts
training, and the core of
education should continue to inthat
is
the
classics,''
said Cueva. ·
clude the classics discipline, or if it
of
this
year's
John
W. Rettig
Part
truly is "on the margins," and should
Lecture
Series
will
also
be
incorpo~
be done away with.
. PHOTO COURTESY OF XAVIER IMAGERY
rated
in
the
conference.
. . Participants in the conference will
F_r. Gregory I. Carlson, S.J. from
·include professors from Xavier's· Dr. Edmund Cueva, chair of
Xavier's
classics
department.
the
Jesuit School of Theology at
classics, philosophy, and theology ,
terested
in
the
conference
..
~erkeley, will speak on the topic of
departments, as well as classics
"We need to ask ourselves if this Dumb Bunnies and Wise Asses:
teachers from Jesuit high schools,
colleges and universities nationwide. .situation is specific to different Aesop and the Clqssical Tradition
KELLY SHAW

Contributing Writer

of

in the USA at 4:30 p.m. on Saturday
in the Conaton Board .Room on the
second floor of Schmidt Hall. Al-

PHOTO COURTESlY OF DEBORA DEL VALLE

Fr. Carlson will present Dumb
Bunnies and Wise Asses.
though it is part of the conference,
the lecture will be free and open to
the public, and a reception will follow.
Fr. Carlson was an Associate
Professor of Classics at Hoiy Cross
College and Creighton. He h.eld the
Jesuit Chair at Georgetown, the
Miller Chair at John Carroll, and was
president of the Vergiiian Society.
While at Creighton, the Jesuit
Community donated the Carlson

Fable Collection to the university,
which includes more than 5,000 volumes of fables and some 4,"000 exhibits about fables.
Fr. Carlson has written and lectured on the classical works of
Homer, Vergil, Horace, Catullus,
Aesop, and Phaedrus, as well as
numerous Greek tragedies.
The John W. Rettig Lecture Series is named in honor of classics
professor .John W. Rettig ( 19681996) for his work on behalf of
Xavier, the classics department, and
the Honors Bachelor of Arts pro-

gram.
This lecture series carries on the
spirit of humanities education represented. by the Honors Bachelor
of Arts- program, which strives to
preserve the classical Jesuit liberal
arts tradition. ·
. Students in the HAB ·program
study Latin, Greek, a'1d philosophy
for four years as well as complete
Xavier's core curriculum.
The conference will be sponsored by the classics department,
the Honors Bachelor of Arts. program, and the Office of the Academic Vice President and Provost.

Esac·k to spe.ak. on AIDS
·. . -· pande·mic' in Islami.c· s.o.cle.tie~.:·:
MARY COUGHLIN
Contributing Writer

At 7 p.m: on Sunday in the Schiff
Family Conference Center at Cintas
Xavier University's Brueggeman
Chair in Theology, Farid Esack, will
give a lecture entitled HIV, AIDS, and
Islam: Between Scorn, Pity and Justice.
Professor Esack is a Muslim
scholar who was born in South Africa.
He has written a number of articles and books,· including On Being a Muslim: Finding a Religious
Path in the World Today.
Esack lectures to people around
the world on an array of issues, and
before coming to Xavier served as
South Africa's Commissioner for
Gender and Equality under Nelson
Mandela.
He has also held director and
trustee positions in organizations
such as the Community Development Resource Association, the
(AIDS) TreatmeritAction Campaign,

and the Muslim Peace Fellowship.
thing. And I do want to say, one of
"We are very fortunate to have a the major issues is that Muslims
scholar of Professor Esack's stat- are now expected to transform their
ure as our Brueggeman Professor," . theology, their qeing In this world,
says Dr. James Buchanan, director purely in temis ofa particular event
of the Brueggeman Center for Dia- that happened on September 11th."
logue.
Esack commented that in Africa,
"He is one of the world's leading 42-million deaths have resulted
experts on HIVI AIDS and Islam. In from the HIV-AIDS virus and that
addition to informing us about his the staggering st~tistics demand
work; he will tell of the work in which that Islam must respond and look
he has been able to engage his stu- to reshape its societies.
dents which willresult in books and
· "We need to' also move into
resources that will be used by the those areas and embrace people of
United Nations and other organiza- other faiths as our partners in this
tions."
· march towards the creation of a
In June 2004, a radio interviewer new society,'' Esack said.
- The ·Brueggeman Center for -.
asked Esack to ellaborate on what
he believes Islam can teach the Dialogue provides an opportunity
· United Stat~s and other Western for the Xavier and Cincinnati comcountries. ,
munity alike to be exposed to interEsack was also asked why Is- religious dialogue which integrates
lamic teachings are important to the and, addresses critical world issues.
West when it alrea,dy has its own
The Brueggeman Genter was
religious traditions.
founded on the belief that particiEsa:ck responded: "I can speak pating in dialogue will help to disabout how I have been inspired by cover solutions to serious world
other faiths ... but it's a two-way problems.

P.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~

1667 Jonathan

For Rent or .Sale
Balcony/Porch
Back Patio
3-4 Bedrooms ·
2b~ths
...
Air Conditioned
Washer/Dryer
Walking Distance to Xavier
· *Contact Kathy at 513-460-0154*

Oxford Apartments
1005-07 Dana Ave ..
*Free Heat & Water
*Walk to Campus
*Cable/Dial Hook-up
*Air.:.Conditioning
*Parking

Now Leasing
$355 and Up
http://www.apartmentsincinti.com
Manager: Art 513-961-3786 ·
Office: 513-474~5093
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Sara Rowell,
S'.L'UUlilN'I'

~,,.

s IGNA'l'Jfl

·. Editor-

210 GuJJuglwr Student Ceut,er
X iJOfH
Senat.c@xavfor. odu
STlIDENT Acrrvrrrns

CouNcrl
200 (;a,Jlngher 8iT1<lcmt C<•nt·('l'

Xil5M
SAC@xavier.edn

Viva Las Xavier!
,.. Motion to· allocate Accounting
Society $550 for the /MA Student
Leadership Conference
. * Motion to allocate Navigators
$800 for the Great Lakes Collegiate Conference
* Motion to allocate Voices of Solidarity $2,000 tor their WHINSEC
trip
* Motion to allocate Yoga and
Holistic Awareness Club $760 for
their operating pudget

H·omecoming Week 2005
October 30-November 4
(sponsored by SAC)

Wednesday
Poker Tournament
4:30pm in the Cintas Banquet Center
Are you the best at the X? Compete
in Texe1s Hold'em to win the $500
prize. $10 buy in, sign-up in the SGA
office.·

Thursday
Powder Puff Football
Game
Kic.k 9ff at 7:47pm in the Soccer
·
'Stadium
.Come watch the girls play football
· and the guys cheer. Free hot cider
and chocolate for those in attendance. Sign up to play or cheer in
the SGA office. Prizes for best dressed
male cheerleader.

Friday
Muskie Palace Casino
Homecoming Dance ·

viva Las x.av1er

9pm-1 am in the Cintas Banquet
Center
Come dance and play the night
away. live DJ, casino games and
over $1000 in prizes. Beer garden for
21 + with valid 10.
·Tickets for the dance are $10 and are
on sale on the first floor of .Gallagher
weekdays from 12-3pm.

WednesdaY, October 2

Who is the Best at X
Texas Hold 'em
Tournament
4:30 in Cintas Banquet Room

$10 Buy-In
$500 First Prize

Sign up in SGA office
Thursday, October 3
Powder Puff Football
Kick off at 7:47 pm at the
soccer siadiun

8articipants receieve
free shirt
Sign up to play or
cheer in the SGA office
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New Channels from RSA:
MTV U: Channel 18
TV Land Channel 76
ESPN UChannel 74
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At Quinnipiac University School of Law, you'll find everything you need to succeed.
From a challenging yet supportive academic environment to faculty members
who will become intellectual colleagues. From live-client clinics to real-world
externships. Pl~s annual merit scholarships ranging from $3,ooo tp full tuition.
For more information,· visit http://Jaw.~piac.edu or call 1-800-462-1944.

1111111in1il
APartmentP ·

Sophomores.& Juniors:
Where are vou living
ne. Kl vear.:I
What are vour options?

landlanlsP

. S111ns1nd bV 1111 omc111 Student success and
. R1111U11, C1mmuter Sllldlll SlrvlCIS a111
campus
. P1Hc1
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OPINIONS AND EDITORIALS
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THE

XAVIER

NEWSWIRE

Nathan Witbnan,

STAFF

EDITOR

email·: newswire-oped@xavier.edu

ED.·ITORIAL

Ohio election issues
Ohio's state elections are just tion where making further amenddays away, and this time much is at ments and closing loopholes would
stake: our election laws themselves, be a long and difficult process.
that is.
When campaign finance reforms
Topping the agenda for the vot- are needed, .they should come by.
ers are questions of election reform. the way of legislation, not wholeIssues 2, 3, 4 and 5 propose amend- sale constitutional change.
ments to the Ohio Constitution.
Issue 4 would change the way
These amendments, backed by the state legislature draws its electhe group Reform Ohio Now, would toral districts. It would allow for
make sweeping changes to the way the open public submission of reelections are carried out here in the districting plans from any group or
buckeye state.
individual.
It is our hope that Ohioans come
. A bi-partisan committee would
to the polls in force on Tuesday to then choose the plan that provides
reject these proposals, as we urge the "most competitive" districts.
readers to vote "No" on issues 2-5. "Competitiveness" would be meaIssue 2 is unnecessary and pos- sured by a mathematical formula.
sibly even harmful. It would allow
Like Issue 3, this amendment is
for the expansion of early· and ab- littered with more minutiae that
sentee voting, so that anyone can have no place in the Ohio Constivote in person or by mail, without tution.
having to provide any reason, up to
But the real problem is that
35 days before the election.
drawing districts based on "comBut the problem with relaxing petitivenes~" would.create an even
the rules for absentee voting is that more convoluted, "gerrymandered"
it increases the possibility for voter map than the one we already have.
The electoral districts should be
fraud. The current procedures do
not make it an exceptional burden as square and geographically reato vote, so there is no reason to sonable as possible. The current
sys.tern is not without flaws, but this
change them.
Issue 3, perhaps the most con- alternative would be worse.
Finally, Issue 5 would appoint a
tentious of the proposed amendments, deals with campaign financ·e nine-member bipartisan board of
reform. The amendment would se- election supervisors to take over the
verely restrict individual donors, job that currently falls under the
while leaving candidates free to use · Ohio Secretary of State.
as much of their own finances as
In doing so it wo1:1ld create an
additional level of bureaucracy
they wish.
And the proposed regulations with an unlimited budget. ·
Any problems with the current
give some special interest groups
preferential treatment. Organiza- situation can be fixed with simply
tions that collect dues from their the proper oversight-a matter of
members, such as labor unions, are procedure. Or the legislature can
allowed undue influence through pass laws if necessary. Either way,
almost unlimited donations fun- no constitutional amendment is
neled through "small action" PACs. needed here.
What's most problematic is that
Neither are Issues 2, 3, 4, or 5
the proposals would write extensive · necessary or desirable. Vote against
regulations into the Ohio Constitu- them all.
CIRCULATION 3,000
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''What was the
worst
..
Halloween costume?''
.T

M A L L

The real face
of homelessness
·A~ ari alumn~s of Xavier Uni-

difficult to get back on your feet.
We fail to see someone who
versity, it \Yarms my heart to see
that some time-honored student
has probably been shut out of
several shelters, beaten iip, hatraditions never die out.
October wanes into Novemrassed by pplice ·without probber, and the academic mall is
able cause, and put on waiting
lists years Jong for everything
filled with the sights of turning
leaves, the smells of soft, rain
from food stamps to. affordable
·
kissed earth, and the sounds of housing.
students ranting about the cardWe fail to see cities that spend
board boxes during Shantytown
more time enacting legislation to
week.
hide homeless people than· they
For the most part, I will not
do on policy to help them'.
respond to the particulars of last
When w_e look at a person exweek's
staff
editorial,
periencing homelessness, we see
"Shantytown Rock" (mainly bea screw-up and an outcast instead
cause I don '.t think that it is the
of seeing a socie~y and a governtype of editori.al writing that warment that creates and perpetuates.
rants a serious response.)
.homelessness and poverty, a
I will, however point out that . government that invests far more
it is indicative of the constant
money in guns, jets, and "freeproblem that plagues the movedom."
i;nent to end homelessness: the
In case you were wondering,
public's failure and unwillingit's tough to feel free when you
ness to address the real issues
don't know· where your next meal
surrounding homelessness.
will come from.
Let me give you concrete ilIn. short, we as society fail to
lustration: we see an individual
look beyond. the soggy cardin Over-the-Rhine who appears
board boxes on the academic
to
be
experiencing
mall and miss the point.
homelessness (not to say ·that
In the case of Shantytown, the
there is any particular way to
point has little t.o do with the
"look" homeless), and we immeshanties themselves, but rather
diately judge this surface picthe opportunity to learn about
ture: alcoholic, drug addict,
important issues and take action.
· In the case of society, it is oblazy, crazy; dirty, and burden on
society.
viously something much larger.
Get a job, get a life, get out of
Now, maybe you say that.you
my neighborhood, and get out
don't hold all those stereotypes
of my face. · ·
about homel_ess people and you
What we fail to see is an acare fully .aware of many of the
tual human being left behind for
systemic problems surrou.nding
·
ariy number of reasons.
homelessness and other social
When you are experiencing
maladies.
homelessness, it is incredibly
Great.

a

What are you going to do
about it?
Are you going to spend your
time complaining about the shanties (literally and. metaphorically)?
Or are you going to get up and·
do something ... anything?
This year, Xavier University
will graduate another class of the
brightest minds in the world (less
· than one percent of the world is
college educated, I believe).
A good amount of them will
experience homelessness at some
point during· their Ii ves-probably more of them than you think.
I guarantee that some of your
classmates and maybe some of
your friends have already experienced homelessness-if you
were paying attention last week,
then I need not tell you what per- ·
centage of the homeless are children.
It might·even be ·you that.(alls
on hard times and is without a
home for a little while. ·
It doesn't take much to fall
· into homelessness, regardless of
how intelligent you are or how
many monetary assets you have.
Personally, I hope that our society and our government
changes enough in the coming
years so that if and when that
happens, those who fall on hard
times for whatever reason don't
have to go \\'ithout a home;
But ignoring the problem will
never bring about that change.

-John Lavelle
Class of '05
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I am writing in response to the staff pletely out of the shanties for the ened i torial . entitled "Shantytown tire week or even to leave his or her
Rock," featured in the Oct 26 edi~ - sleeping bag out during the day.
tionoftheNewswire. Aftei'justthree
How is it possible that the
short paragraphs, I was disappointed Newswire staff has never seen anyby the irresponsible journalism rep- . one actually sleeping in the shanresentedin its words.,
ties? Probably because people sleep
· Yes, editorials are·opportunities to in them at night. Unless the author
express opinions, but those opinions took the time to peek into each
should be grounded in facts, espe- shanty at 1 a.m., it makes sense that
cially when wr:itten by people with . he or she has not seen anyone occuexperience in journalism.
· ·pying them.
Besides,.it is inherently illogical
· The first and most important fallacy to be corrected is thafthe point · to deduce that, because the small
of Shantytown isfor students to "pre- number of Newswire staffers have not
tend .to be.homeless," and to "actu- seen people occupying shanties, no
ally live in the shoes of the homeless ·. students have slept in them. I assure
and experience some of their you that many students have slept in
strugglesf'
the· shanties this week and in years
If tlie author of this editorial had past, despite the rain and cold.
asked the actual organizers of · While experiencing a sense of
Shantytown, he or she would have solidarity with the homeless and raisdiscovered that its sole purpose is to ing funds for homelessness rel~ef can
raise awareness about' homelessness. be wonderful results' of Shantytown,
No one is encouraged to live com- they are notits stated purpose. I reit-

erate that its only official goal is to
raise awareness on Xavier's campus
about. homelessness .
I agree that some of the shanties
may not have been created in a way
that is conducive to raising awareness about the issue at hand.
Howeve~ the mere_presence of
the shanties is what is really important. Decorated or not~ passers-by
cannot ignore them and are thus
forced to remember that they represent the very real proble.m of
homelessness in our world.
In fact, homeless and formerly
homeless individuals have visited
Xavier's campus during Shantytown
and have expressed appreciation for
the issues it presents to the community and the way in which it accomplishes this goal.
The Shantytown board has been
working for three months 'to organize this week-long event, and in
one editorial that probably took fif-

teen·minutes to write, the author has
attempted to discredit their efforts.
While Shantytown's most obvious
event revolves around the actual
shanties, the week also features concerts, a veg-out at the Dorothy Day
House, prayer services, and a kids
carnival to raise more money for
Project Connect.
If people are not interested in
building a shanty, they are welcome
·to come to one of these events and
learn more about homelessness.
Instead of complaining that no
one sleeps in the shanties, I suggest
that the Newswire staff spend a night
in them.
Their mont~y will go to a good
cause, they might learn something
in the process, and it will do a lot
more good than an ungrounded and
unprofessional editorial.
-Anne Feckzo

Class of '07

So, maybe we did start the fire
NATHAN WITTMAN
Op-Ed Editor

.As your faithful Opinions and
Editorials Editor, nothing tickles my
fancy more than seeing my inbox
showing new emails that aren't trying to get me to buy projection screen
televisions.
Why? Well, when people write in
to me, it usually means that I don't
have to write! Oh, and I cannot afford a projection screen television.
How sad.
One perk of this job is that I work
for you, the reader, and provide a
venue for your thoughts. and con~
cems, whatever they may be.
I also take pains to ensure that
"'otfo,chi}'.:(ctist'.if$35):.:Denavir':
those brave souls who do send in an
email with a submission are not made
the fool, as I, along with the copy editors, make grammatical and conceptual sense of these often garbled and
incoherent works of genius.
.· Additionally, being a part of that
giant enigma* mechanism known
endearingly as the media, it is my solenm duty to, when necessary, incite
debate and dissent.
Witho!Jt this, the opinion pages of
our, as well as every other, newspaper
would be toothless and childish with
headlines such as, "I like trees."
One can only imagine my delight
when my mailbox was bulging with
responses to last week's staff editorial.
"Oh boy," I thought, ''Maybe I'll
get home in time for the late shows
Tuesday night."
Unfortunately, dµe to th.e nature .
of the responses, I feel it necessary to
.. counter several misconceptions implied, or directly expressed, by our
respondents, a5 well :as various individuals, who have approached me
since the article's publication.
First, I would like to remind our
readership that, although my name,
and in the future, someon~ else's, ap. 'pears above the staff editorial, that
does not constitute my authorship.
It also does not necessarily represent the opinion of the .entire staff.
All of this and more can be found at

name of the group or individuals that actually care about the efficacy and
the bottom left comer of this page in
built them? 'The shanties became integrity of ~e event.
teeny~tiny print.
·Technicalities aside, yes, I per·Despite reservations expressed
billboards for clubs on campus.
sonally was involved in the publiGranted, it is nice to see what about my, or my fellow Newswire
cation of this article. I made sure the · clubs are being active in this event, staff's journalistic integrity, I comtext lined up nice and neat, I found
the way it was carried out seems pletely respect the intensity and fervor with which these individuals rea picture to place behind the text,
pretty sanctimonious.
and made sure the article made sense.
Personally, I feel as· though we sponded in defense of their cause. I
In defense of my fellow staff did not do Project Connect a disser- . commend your spirit.
This isn't !)arcasm .. However, I
member, and the Newswire. as a " vice by running that eciitorial. In
whole, I would like to respond to
fact, quite the opposite is true.
would hope that in the future, if... no
some of the comments made in the
Such an assertion, in my view, is when ... we publish something that
responses published this week, as
analogous to calling a writer who questions certain aspects of an event,
they have been' left in virtually uncriticizes the president, anti-Ameri- an article, or anything at an, people
will not take it personally, but as an
edited form.
can, or unpatriotic.
To be accused of "unprofes- encouragement of thought and in. Evidently, the overall thr!Jst of
the editorial in question has been
sional" and "irresponsible journal- telligent discourse.
· misunderstood by some as being enThank you all who continue to
ism" is ridiculous. What is more irtirely· critical of Shantytown as an
responsible: saying nothing when keep this op-ed motor running with
institution.
you see something wrong, or put- your thoughtful and interesting subLet me attempt to dispel that conting something out there that might missions.
tention.
Without your candor, zeal, and ac~
rile a few people up?
After reading, and re-reading, the .
The purpose of these critiques is tivism, I would be forced to write ... a
editorial, it became abundantly clear non-malevolent in nature. I wonder lot. And trust me, nobody wants that.
to me that the author only intended
ifl might posit the idea that our print- Until next time, keep 'em coming
to pointoui some aspects of the event ing of such an article is proof we and thanks for reading. Hi-Ho!
that seemed antithetical to the goal
of Shantytown.
The; goal, which we accurately
portrayed, is "to get the message out
about how to help the homeless
population across the world."
· Also, prompted by one of our letters, I searched for an instance in
which there might have been factual
5
error, but it was to. no avail:·
We did not say nobody sleeps in
5
the shanties, but come on, not a lot
of people do. However, this was not
the overall point.
I do not agree with the implica5
tion that we were questioning
Shanty.town's validity in and of itself.
We simply felt as though there
was room for improvement, and perhaps a need for stronger, more serious leadership. IfShantytown'.s tone
was supposed to be somber and
thought provoking, I would agree
that the event fell short of its goal.
If the focus is on raising awareness of the plight of the homeless,
why is the most prominent writing
on nearly all of the shanties the
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Women's basketball
hosts VIP party

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Women's soccer·closes ··season
by conquering Colonels

MUSKETEERS PREPARE
FOR OFF-SEASON AFTER
LOSING
.
'
.
. TIE BREAKER
.
.
.
Xavier University held the first
ever VIP welcome party for women's
JOHN LAFOLLETTE
the 18:09 mark with what proved Sara Doutt scored an additional enth of the season.
basketball season ticket holders on
Contributing Sportswriter
The 2-0 lead held. up into the
to be her second game-winning. goal at 29:23, taking a pass from
Oct. 26. The event, which took
The Xavier women's soccer team goal of the season. Scarlato set up Scarlato, and beating the Eastern second half, when Xavier substiplace in Cintas Center and was celebrated Senior Day with a 2-0 the goal and recorded her 'first of goalkeeper one.:on-one. The goal tuted its entfre bench. Each of the
sponsored by WiJ1g Eyecare and win over Eastern Kentucky on Sat- two assists oh the day. Freshman by Doutt was her team-leading sev- 25 available players saw playing
Panera Bread, was attended by 144 urday afternoon at the Xavier Unitime, including all three goalkeeppeople.
versity Soccer Complex. Unfortu.. ers. Freshmen Lindsey Cullins and
The event gave Xavier women's nately, the win was not enough to
Ashley Donaldson and sophomore
basketball fans a closer look at the place the Musketeers among the
Anne Finnerty each contributed to
program and how head coach Kevin top six teams in the Atlantic 10,
the shutout, while Finnerty reMcGuff and his staff prepare the meaning Xavier will miss next
corded all three saves of the game.
team for each game.
week's conference tournament in
Xavier dominated the match offenThe evening· included McGuff Dayton.
sively, out-shooting the Colonels
describing the 2005-0(i team's
Seniors Molly Finnerty,
25-5, and 13-3 in shots on goal.
goals, and what he expects out of Meredith Frendt, Laura Merkel,
The win raised Xavier's record
each player. McGuff's staff then Shawn Reynolds, ·Kristen
to 9~ 7-2, a significant improvement
gave the fans in attendance a mock Ruehlmann, and Angie· Scarlato
on last year's final record of 5-12scouting report, giving the attend- were recognized in a ceremony with
2. Prospects are good for next seaees a look at how the team prepares ·their parents before the start of the
son, as the Musketeers expect to
for .each opponent.
match.
Senior Angie Scarlato is bothered just enough by a charging Eastern return a number of talented start2005-06 tri-captairis Tara
Reynolds opened the scoring at Kentucky goalkeeper, forcing her shot wide left.
ers.
Boothe, Suntana Granderson, and
Kristy Wallner and junior Michele
Miller were also on hand to model
Xavier's new home and away uniforms and warm-ups.
Fans were then given the opportunity to voice their questions to
the coaching staff and players'.··
NCAA referee Shannon Bone
was also on hand to give fans an
idea of how an official prepares for
a game. She also described some
· in-game strategy.
XU opens up regular season play
on Nov. 18 when the team travels
NEWSWIRE PHOTOS BY BRIAN BOWSHER
to Baltimore to take on defending Scarlato surveys the defense as The Musketeers were deep in the Colonels enp all night, Freshman Sara Doutt chases
M.E.A.C. champion Coppin State. she pushes the ball upfield.
down a loose ball.
outshooting Eastern Kentucky 25-5.
The Musketeers finished the
2004-05 season with a 22-10 record
and took home their second A-10
regular season title in school history with 13-3 league mark. The
RYAN KILBANE
The game remained clos~ late alty kick of their own. Sophomore his shot into the net. It was Horehs ·
team went on to advance to the
Contributing
Sportswriter
into
the game, until Dayton scored Jimmy Cummings shot from 25 first assist of his career.
quarterfinal round of the WNIT.
But the Musketeers could not .
When men's soccer head coach three goals in a period of three min- yards out in the 32nd minute was
hea~ed off the line by Alvino:
hold the .Crusaders. D.J. Catrow
Dave Schureck returned to his alma utes to ice the game.
On Sunday, the Musketeers trav- looped a loose ball over the outthis season after serving as
Freshman Caleb Lindeman conManis leads Muskies mater
stretched hand of junior
head coach of the rival Dayton Fly- nected on a diving header in the eled to Valparaiso, Ind. for
ers since 2000, he knew the day 77th minute.· Senior Omar Jarun their final non-conference
keeper Liam Curran, and
then struck again just four
would come when he would have blasted a shot past the reach of match of the. season.
minutes
later, this,time on
to·
coach
against
his
former
playfreshman
goalkeeper
.
Joe
Juniors
Matt
~metz
The Xavier University women's
and
Toni
Skudrzik.
each
·
.
a
header
off a corner kick
ers.
That
day
was
Friday,
when
a
Diederich
just
a
minute
later,
and
golf team carded a one-round total
from
Jeremy
Stacy.
motivated
group
of
FlyLindeman·
finished
the
scored
their
second
goals
of 313 (+33) on Monday to finish
ers
spoiled'
Schureck's
rescoring
with
his·
second
·
XU
out-shot
Valpo 15of the season to salvage a
third in the IO-team University of
. 11 on the afternoon, While
goal of the game in the 2-2 draw. The tie brought
Dayton Fall Invitational. It was turn to Dayton, handing
Xavier's overall record to
Curran made three saves
79th minute.
played on the par 70, 5,690-yard Xavier a4-0 loss.
Mike Horejs
for the Muskies.
Dayton got on the
Diederich, making the 3-10-4.
North Course of the NCR Country
Kmetz scored first
The Musketeers travel
second start of his career,
Club. Cincinnati claimed the team. board in the 38th minute,
had · six saves. Nick when he hit a free kick from 20 to Philadelphia next weekend for
title as ttie Bearcats carde.d a 15- when they were awarded
a penalty kick after Dasi;m
Tarkany had five saves for yards out past ~ean McGinnes in matches against. Temple on Friday
over-295.
Dayton.
'
the 21st minute;
night and St. Joseph's on Sunday.
Junior Kara Manis led theMus- Robinson was taken
Xavier did have a few
In the 61st minute, Skudrzik ac- Temple is currently 3-3-1 in conketeers with a 3-over-par-73 en down .in the penalty' box. Joe Diederich
route to a third-place finish in the Terry Alvino converted on the shot opportunities to get on the board, . cepted a pas.s from junior Mike ference while St. Joseph~s is dead
,
but was unable to convert on a pen- . Horejs in the box and redirected last at 0-7-0.
field of 55. Freshman Lindsay to put. the Flyers ahead for· good:
Cornell carded a 78 (+8) to tie for
15th pla'ce. Sophomore Diana
Torry,juriior Kathleen Hardy and
sophomore Erin Gore each fired
ay
nay
an ll-over-par-81.
·
4
Competing as an individual,
freshman Colette Ryan shot a 92
Ko. ntucky (exh.)·I
Cmtas Center · ·
(+22) in her first action of the fall
7 p.m.
·
season.
The Dayton Fall .Invitational. · ·
at Dayton
at St. Joseph's
concludes the fall season for· the
Dayton, Ohio
Philadelphia
Musketeers. XU will be back in ac7:30 p.m.
I p.m~
tion on March 2, 2006 when the
Musketeers will participate in the
at ·Duquesne
at Saint Louis
at Wright State ·
Pi tis burgh
Dayton, Ohio
St. Louis.
West Rio Verde Championship in
7 p.m.
2
p.m.
.· 7 p.m ..
..
Rio Verde, Ariz.

a

SchureCk shut out in return to. Dayton

in invitational

~
~

Seven Day Sportscast
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VOlle.yball()vercOmes ·rival•· Rams
·SENIORS SHINE IN LAST HOME MATCH OF·SEASON
.

..

.

KATIE ZAK
Contributing.Sponswriter
The women's volleyball team .
made their last homeapp~~r~nce
Cinti,is ·Center Saturday nig~t and
. went out with ·bang; as they de. feated Rhode ISiand in five games.
The ladies put on a senior night
spectacular, .showcasing. their t~l
ent, determinatfon, and heart in the
victory over Rhode Island. -Unfor- .
tunately, the .week .J.:>rior had. not
been so kind to the Musketeers, as
they fell to Ball State Monday night
and Dayton on Thursday before
tacking another W onto their record
· .
on Saturday.
· O~ Monday night,:the M~skies
faced off agairist the Ball State Cardinals at home at Cintas Center
where victory remained just out of
their reach as they fell in three
g~mes with scores of30-26, 30~23,
and 30-26. With the loss, Xayier ·
fell to 15-9 on the season and Ball
State improved to 13-8.
While neither team had great
hitting percentages in. _the game,
Ball State fared slightly better and
beat the Musketeers by three digs
and 12 kills. The Cardinats"held
Xavier to under .100 hitting percentages in all three· games while
only managing .060, .227, and .189
themselves.
Junior Danielle Skrajewski
continued her double-double
streak on Monday night with 11
digs·and 12 kills, bringing her to
six straight and 32 career doubledoubles.
·
. Freshman Jenn iWelsh led the·
Muskie defense with 13 digs as seniors Carley Horvath and Jordan
Brightwell added 11 and 12, respectively.
Sophomore Jill Quayle recorded five ·blocks, including one
solo block, and junior Astyn
· Bjorklund posted her career 800th
kill, as well as three block assists.
Bjorkh,md and Horvath had the
only two· aces of the match for
Xayier.

at

a
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·:·
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Cintas Center on Saturday night to
take on conference rival Rhode Island on~senior night.· The Musketeers finally shut down the Rams
. after five games, taking the match
· with scores of30-19, 28-30, 30-20,
·• 28-30, and 15-7. Xavierimproved
to 16-10 on the year and 8-3 in conference play as they forced the
Rams to 6-18 overall and 1-10 in
the A-10. The night showcased the
team's four seniors as they played
in their last home match. Seniors
Horvath, Duchek, Brightwell, and··
Laci Hasenour were honored in a
ceremony prior to the match before
they led the Muskies to victory
over the Rams.
The Musketeers quickly took
game one 30-19 as they set the tone
PHOTO COURTESY GOXAVIER.COM
PHOTO COURTESY GOXAVIER.COM
In her last home. game as a of high-caliber play for the match. Senior Jordan Brightwell records
Musketeer, senior Kate Duchek Rhode Island battled back in game one of her 16.digs•against Rhode
recorded her fourth match with two to wiri it, 28-30. The Muskies Island ..
20 or more kills.
again showed what they were made curing the match.
The four seniors gave excellent
Thursday night found the Mus- of as they defeated the Rams by 1_0
keteers on the road, facing off or more points for the second time performances in the Musketeer vicagainst A-10 rivalDaytol}. The .tha.t night, 30-20.. Game four was a tory. Duchek led the Muskies in
Muskies and the Flyers battled each repeat of game two as Rhode Jsland her fourth match of the season with
other through five games, but Day- emerged on top, 30~28. Xavier sent more 20 plus kills as she ended the
ton came out-on top with scores of Rhode Island packing in game five night with 21. She added nine digs
29-31, 33-35, 30-23, 30-27, and 13- · as they raced to 15-7 victory, se- and recorded a .296 hitting percentage. Hasenour posted a career-high
15.
five aces on the night, serving up
Five Xavier players posted
the first -11 points. of game three.
double-digit kills, and five reBrightwell.recorded a team-high 16
corded double-digit digs for the
digs· in a great defensive perfornight. Skrajewski ended the night
mance, ,and Horvath finished the
with her seventh consecutive and
night with seven kills, 12 digs, six
career 33rd double-double with 17
assists, a~d four block assists.
kills and 15 digs along with six
Q1faylec.tallied.l7.kills, five block
block assists'. Horvath also re~.
assists, and a match-high .35 l hit-·
corded a double-double on the
ting percentage on the night, while
mate~. with 10 kills and 10 digs .
junior Erica Kaczorowski added
Bjorklund po'sted a .576 hitting
percentage with a team-high 20
15 digs to the defense. Sophomore
Lauren Kowal added four kills,
kills, six digs, and five block assists. Quayle finisped the match.
five blockassisfs, and two aces on
with a career~high 16 kills as well
the night.
The Musketeers have a week off
as a .433 hitting percentage and
seven blocks. Brightwell led the
before they travel to Duquesne on
way with 24 digs and also had one
Friday to take on the Dukes again
kill. in the match.. Welsh had 15
in a 7 p.m. match. Sunday afternoon
PHOTO COURTESY GOXAVIER.COM
digs on the night and tied her ca- Junior Erica .Kaczorowski helped at 2 p.in., they will play in their last
· defeat the Rams with 15. digs _ A-10 match against the Saint Louis
reer-high cif 65 assists'.
· The Muskies returned home to from her outside hitter position. Billikens.
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·!Jllu.rkie 9[tfie Meek
peeves?
JS::Definite.ly compulsive liars.

TN: What ai:e some things that
. you like to do outside of golf?
JS: Outside of golf; l like to hang
. out with friends; especially back.
home oirn beach, imdjustdoanythiQg but think about golf.
. TN: How m.ahy licks.does it take
yoti tq·get to th~ footsie roll cen~

John. Streibich
juili.or, men's golf
'

•

•

I,,•

•

•

ter ofa tootsie pop?
.JS: It .depends on. my mood:
· .Sometimes, a lot. ... sometimes, •
. · none· at all.

The Ne.,;,swire: What is your. 'rN:What is your least favorite
dream job?
·· partof the day, aEdwhy? ·
·
.John Streibieh: My ,dream job is JS: My least favorite part "is be~
_to be a club pro at a nice country -.· tween 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. because I
club:
am normally. doing. schoolwork
then:
·
.
·
-Diana Barran
TN: What is your favorite band?
JS: Pure Passion, from back home, . To nominate someone for Muskie of
1

TN: What are some of your pet

the Week, email Diana at newswire"
.sports@xavier.edu

BRIEFS
·Cross Country runs
strong in A;.lO's
Amanda Brown saved her best
performance of the season for Saturday as the sophomore led the
Xavier University women's cross
country team to a fifth place finish
at the 2005 Atlantic 10 Conference
Cross Country Championships at
Belmont Plateau. The women totaled 143 points for fifth place
while the Xavier men claimed seventh place with 184 points in the
14-team league.
For the Xa~ier women, freshman
Becky Clark turned in a gutsy performance with a time of 18:49.1
18th place. Co-captain Kelly Sraj
was right on Clark's heels as the
junior finished 20th at 18:52. l.
Joanna Gruber was XU's No. 4 finisher at 19:50.7, and senior Heather
Stafford was the final scorer with a
time of 19:53.0.
Xavier's men were led by freshman Luke Beuerlein, who finished
20th in a time of 25:35.9. Sophomore Tony Matheus was second
across the line for the Musketeers
in 29th overall with a time of
25:58.1. Ben Milroy was XU's third
finisher at. 26:25.8, senior Paul
Staudigel finished with a time of
26:27.2, and freshman Clinton
Womack was the final scorer for XU
in a time of26:37.8.

for

Eiser and Park earn
· promotions
Xavier University Athletic Director Dawn Rogers announced today that the university has promoted Tom Eiser to Associate Athletic Director for Media Relations
·and Greg Park to Associate Athletic
Director for Business. ·
Tom Eiser is in his 20th year as
the director of his alma mater's athletic publicity department. Eiser,
who still retains the secondary title
of Sports Information Director he
has held since 1986, had been an
Assistant Athletic Director since
199,3.
Greg Park, who came to Xavier
as its first-ever Athletic Business
Manager in i 988, has been the Assistant Athletic Director for Business since 1993. Park, 57, has the
authority and responsibility for the
management of the athletic
department's business and personnel policies.

Rifle continues
winning ways
In their first year as a club sport,
the Xavier rifle ·team continued
their winning ways by defeating
upstate rival and NCAA powerhouse Akron 4535 to 4533.
In Smallbore, the Muskies were
led by the All American duo of se- ·
nior Rich· Gauvin and sophomore
Dan Ault who fired a 575 and 574,
respectively. Not to be out done,
sophomores Alyssa Sullivan and
Ashley Skeuse shot a 575 and 574
in air rifle.
Up next is a trip to Tennessee to
take on Ole Miss and Tennessee
Tech.
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BRIEFS
Andrew Crago, Editor
Diversions Desk: 745-2878
newswire-diversions@xavier.edu·

'Sweeney Todd'
The Department of Music will
be presenting the award-winning
musical "Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street" at
7:30 p.m. on Friday, Saturday, arid
Sun.day in the Gallagher Stl!denl
Center Theater. Ti.ckets are $5 for
students and $15 for others. F'or
tickets and more information, call
745-3939.

·Lecture
Farid Esack, chair of the
Brueggemen Center for Dialogue,
will be presenting a lecture entitled "HIV, AIDS and IslamBetween Scorn, Pity and Justice"
at 7 p.m. on Sunday in the Schiff
Family Conference Center.· A reception will follow the presentation.

C.oming
Attractions
ANDREW CRAGO

Diversions Editor
The holidays will be here before
you know it - big ones such as
Thanksgiving, Hanukkah, Christmas, and the death of prophet.
Zarathushtra. And with big holidays
come big movie refeases. Many studios release the movies that they
have been touting all year. Here are
some of the must-see films coming
out in the next two months.

Jarhead (Nov. 4)
Description: The film follows "Swoff'' (Jake Gyllerihaal), a third-gen·eration enlistee, from a sobering stint in boot camp to active duty, sport~
ing a sniper's rifle and a hundred-pound ruck on his hack. He trav.els
through Middle Eastern deserts with no cover from intolerable heat or
from Iraqi soldiers, always potentially just over the next horizon. Swoff
and. hiS fellow Marines sustain therriselves. with. .sardonic attitudes and
wicked .comedy on blazing desert fields in a country they don't understand, against an enemy they can't see, and for a cause they don't fully fathom. ·,
Our Opinion: "Jarhead" is directed by Sam Mendes who directed ·
"American Beauty" and "Road to Perdition." It seems this film will be very
different but will continue the complex tragedy and emotion of those films.

Harry Po~er and the- Goblet of Fire (Nov. 18)
Description: The newest .installment welcomes back stars Daniel
Radcli.ffe, Rupert Grint and Emma Watson for the fourth film adaptation
of the book series. Harry must contend with being mysteriously selected
to compete in the prestigious Triwizard Tournament, a thrilling compcti~
tion. that pits him against older and more experienced students from
Hogwarts and two rival wizarding schools. Meanwhile, supporters of
Harry's nemesis, the evil Lord Voldemort (Ralph Fiennes), send a
shockwave of fear throughout the wizard community when their Dark
Mark scorches the sky at the Quidditch World Cup, signaling Voldemort's
return to power. But for Harry, this is not the only harrowing news causing him anxiety- he .still has yet to find a date for Hogwarts' Yule Ball
dance.
·
Our·Opinion: We saw a trailer for this movie, and it looked totally
· scary. There is even a huge dragon. The new film is rated PG-13, so this
isn't just some kids movie. You might want to get your tickets now for
this one; there will be long lines of dressed up little kids.
·

'Freak Show'

The Xavier English Club will
be sponsoring a trip to Shadowbox Cabaret on Nov. 19 at Newport on the Levee. Tickets are .
$10.65 (cash only), and all money The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch and'
is due to Dr. Christina Fisanick in
The Wardrobe (Dec. 9)
Hinkle 219 by Nov. 15. For more
Description: C.S. Lewis' timeless adventure follows the exploits of
information, call Ann Tassone at
the four Pevensie siblings - Lucy, Edmund, Susan and Peter - in World
460-8009.
War II England who enter the world ofNarnia through a magical ward.robe
while playing a game of 'hide-and-seek' in the rural country home of an
elderly professor. There, the children discover a charming, peacef~l land
inhabited by talking beasts, dwarfs, fauns, centaurs and giants that has
become a world cursed to eternal winter by the evil White Witch, Jadis.
Under the guidance of Asian the lion, a noble and mystical ruler, the chil'Tick, tick...BOOM' dren fight to overcome the White Witch's powerful hold over Narnia in a
spectacular, climactic battle that will free Narnia from Jadis' spell forever.
Our Opinion: Okay, so this is more o(a kids movie, but who didn't .
The KNOWTHEATRE Tribe is
presenting "Tick, tick ... BOOM," love that book? It is a-great story, and the movie has the potential to be
a rock opera· from the creator of truly epic. We are glad they waited for more realistic CGI to make it.
"RENT" at 8 p.m. Thursday
King Kong·'(oec. 14)
through Saturday and at 8 p.m. on
Nov. 11and12.
Description: Triple Academy Award winnei: Peter Jackson ("The Lord
For tickets and more informaof the Rings" trilogy) directs the dramatic adventure "King Kong," bringtion, call 300-KNOW or visit
ing his sweeping·cinematic vision to the iconic.story of the gigantic ape
www.knowtheatre.com~
captured in the wild and brought to civilization where he meets his tragic
fate. Naomi Watts ("21 Grams") portrays Ann Darrow; an actress from
the world of Vaudeville who finds herself out of a job and in the hands of
a monstrous ape.
Our Opinion:.We'd like to give this film the benefit o.fthe doubt, but
it
is
difficult. The old King Kong is so iconic and, well, old, that it is
Day of the Dead
tough to imagine.a remake. However, there are a lot of big names in this
movie, so maybe they can puilit together.
·
The Student Organization of
...
.
Latinos invites all students to join
Photos and some film descriptions are used courtesy ofcomingsoon.net.
in celebrating El Dia de los
Muertos, or the Day of the Dead,.
t .....
at 7 p.m. on Wednesday in the
Gallagher Student Center food
court.
'

~·····

I
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New Releases

The following discs are due for release on or before Nov. 8 ...
ABBA Complete Studio Recordings (Universal 'international) .... Neil
Diamond 12 Songs (Sony) ... Ray Charles 50 Years in Music (Image) ...
Eurythmics Ultimate Collection (Arista) ... Piebald Kil/a Bros and Killa
Cincinnati Shakespeare Festi-' Bees (Side One Dummy) ... SepulturaLive in Sao Paulo (Steamha_mmer)
val presents "Titus Andronicus," ' ... Spoon Sister Jack (Merge) ... Talib Kweli Talib Kweli (KR Urban) ...
Zac Harmon The Blues According to Zachariah (Bluestone/33rd Street) .
running through Nov.13. Tickets
are $18-22. For tickets and
• ... All dates are tentative.
showtimes, call 381-BARD.

Wednesday, November 2
The Frankl Project ·
@Viper Room

Saturday, November 5
The Mini-Thinns
@Viper Room

'Titus Andronicus'

Friday, November 4
Black Tie Bombers
@Top Cat's

Sunday, November 6
Agent Orange ·
@TopCat's
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: The(~Ilck. Five.

Greetings from lmrie}Ibus~ ·
(Lava Records)

···--'.

. J·..

~

They ~e the epitome of Disney, lyrics to "Just the Girl" are, "She
friendly, "tween" music. laughs at my dreams, but l dream
Don'.t gel me wrong, they have some about her laughter. Strange as it
talent, but.that talent is directed to- seems, she's the one I'm· after."
ward young'uns of the overly pro- Doesn't tliatjust warm your heart?
tective family types. I think the only
Unfortunately, that lyric pretty
possible objectionable lyrics are, much sums up the overali tone of
"She's hotter than hell... she's a devil · the music. It is too sweet to bear.
to nie," found in the song ''Angel to
Their music sounds like it got
You (Devil to Me)."··
ripped right off some Disney
The instrumentals are well inte- channel soundtrack, where it was
grated with the catchy lyrics. The sandwiched between the "Lizzie
latter of which are surprisingly un- McGuire" theme song and some
derstandable through their high song about "Even Stevens."
If that's the kind of music you
pitched voices. For example, t~e

family

•.•

-

•.

•

·. <Poker~•rmino1ouv

Your Ear

..

t.

::1)f88H~CCIUldiQet;Awav· ..·

listen to because your parents won't
let you listen to the radio, or watch
MTV, or have friends, then go out
right now and buy this CD.
If this band wants to exist into the
next two to three years, their music
needs to mature quite a bit. .The
bottom line is: don't buy this album
unless you are a die-hard and very
indiscriminating pop fan.
I'd totally buy this album ifl was
a 12-year-old girl in 1989 suburbia.
If this sounds like you, maybe you
should check out Greetings from
Imrie House. ·

-.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.--.-

.Jrfailfsallno 111£ver ·:
:. Pl~vellia'..tournament. . ·
. :·,_·'.·'·'· ... · .
= .•.
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i;c~ught:ina
flytrap."
..
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. .. :•··
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"l..ay.'it doWn· on 'The 7farpits;;,, ·
Wscinpulltrash from the flop,.
:arid; end up.sinking:the- ..
Titanic:·
"Laboratory rats to the left,
and I know the guy on the.
right has a suicide johnnynothing else to do but drop
the transmission:'
"He was short-stacked, so I
raisedwith nothing buta
bumpy melinda and a bullet."

ALEXANDER GHIFFARI
Contributing Writer

"Crunkihg-the small blind."

Cute, real cute.

"So a Madeleine Albright pops.
up on fourthStreiet!; ..· ·

he's

The Click Five's debutalbum,
Greetingsfrom Imrie House; is the·
pop-rock debut album from the
Boston quintet. It's pretty much
.your standard pop boy band stuff,
but with a twist: the 11 songs seem
to be '80s inspire~.
. . .The daper boys of The Click Five vvill certainly make your mother happy..

"Atteir his raise, I know
sporting two mustaches, andJ
can see one otter swimming
the river on the tiop."

"I fold!'•.
COURTESY ()~ MCSWEENEYS,NET

·Rick M. Singel, D.D.S.
2752 Erie Avenue Suite 9
HYDE PARK SQUARE
513-871-4200
rmsdds52@fuse.net

The responsibility of caring for hu .

Emergency and Routine Dental Care for Xavier
Students, faculty and Staff ...
A member of the XV Fam11y. ..

is more than just a business .. It re· . .
values-driven, ·compassionate lead~r~·
well as highly qualified

..--------..------------·-·-· ·······•· .. -··

administr~~'<L. ,

trained in the principles

a~d p~~~~i~:·\;;J:

RESTAURANT·

unique to health care administra \

PAPPADEAUX SEAFOOD KITCHEN
SERVERS &·HOSTS
·.We're looking for team players!
You can enjoy flexible schedules, ·
great benefits & the chance
to grow with us!
Apply Tue. - Fri., 3-5 p.. m.
241 ORichmond at Kirby

EOE
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'· · ,·.>November 7

November 2

· . Eva Gardener and Frank Sinatra
Today is Plan Your Epitaph
.married todayin 1950. They
day. Perhaps you 're confused
. stayed .mar~ied for se\ien. years, a
about why you would ever want
By Briana Hansen. To place an item in the calendar; send mail to newswire-calendar@xavier.edu · ·
premeditated cleCision. They
to plan your epitaph. I am.
wanted to be married IOng enough
I think it's ridiculous that
to dedicateeach year ofth~ir martombstones have stayed the same
ryage tq a specific d Warf from "S.now.
over the years.
White/'. .Some people are strange,
Everything else has joined the
November 3
November 5
·
If you don't go to the events I let's face.it:
technology revolution. When
Tonight ap:~7 p.m. at the soccer
" . .
'
Jose V. Sa:valfroin the Univertell you about, I will probably smack
will tombstones finally jump on stadium, there will be a Powderpuff
i
you, and you' 11 end up ·calling me sity of Edinburgh wiUbe. speaking
the bandwagon?
Football game under the lights. With
crying, and I won't feel sympathetic . about a Spanish detective· novel at
We should have interactive that specific of a time; I would be
bec~use I gave you fair warning. 4 p.rn. on the.10th floor of Schott
tombstones.
Graveyards prompt because.these people obviMickey
JVlouse
shakin'
his
Wussy.
Hall today.. Know that. ·
wouldn't be as lonely if you could ously mean business.
tailfeather
on
the
silver
screen
Community
Actio.n
day
will
be
wander around ·from one com.Jn 1928, Mickey Mouse first de-.
Tonight is opening night of the taking place from 9 a.m. until) p.m.'
puter headstone to the next, skim- buted as "Steamboat Willie" in the
Xavier
Players' production of Meet in the Gallagher Student cenming through people's lives and short animation "Steamboat Willie,"
November 8
-"Sweeney Todd" at the Gallagher ter for a free t-shirt; breakfast, lunch,
interests.
produced by Walt Disney.
Student Center Theater at 7:30 p.m. and warrri fuzzy feelings.
Ta-ta-ta Tuesday.junior. Not just
It could be just like the
The road to stardom wasn't a
I hope you caught that...
If you missed it last night, you any Tuesday, mind you, it's elecFacebook! We could learn inti- -- smooth one for Mr. Mouse, who was
Sweeney! The name is Sweeney! I can still go see ''Sweeney Todd" to- tion day for Ohio.
mate details about people we'll · often teased for, his ambitiqns. His
know l've got to go see it with a night at the Gallagher Student CenFor those of you who are regisnever meet, see their friends, and comically large ears were a source
title like "Sweeney." .
ter at 7:30 p.m. So quit crying, you tered in Cincinnati, go choose
feel a little closer to them, though of pain and ridicule in his childhood.
In 1939, the first air conditioned · crybaby, and go s~e the show.
which qualified, prepared, moderwe'll never introduce ourselves. That changed with Mr. Disney,
ate Democrat you feel like supportcar was introduced to the market at. '
Mr. Zuckerberg, Facebook whom Mickey affectionately called
ing today. The variety of choices is
producer, should get on that one. "Notorious D. I. Snee." Mr. Disney .:.an auto show in Chicago. Just irt
overwhelming.
If you're in the mood for more saw real talent inl\1ickeyand offered time for the Chicago winter. Sweet.
·November 6
TOday is the start of Pursuit of
In 1879, Will Rogers was born
celebration of death, go to the him the opportunity of a lifetime,
Gallagher Student Center food
This is your last chance (and Happiness week. I can think of no
in Oklahoma. Sean "Diddy"
court at 7 p.m. tonight for a celCombs was also born on this day . warning ... ) to see "Sweeney Todd," better way to pursue happiness than
ebration of "The Day of the
iri 1969. One is from Oklahoma tonigl}t at 7 :30 p.m. in the Gallagher by taking a trip to the Louvre,
Dead."
and the other is from New York . Student Center. I mean, it's which opened today in 1793.
November 4
If it gets too hot in there, you
Tonight is the Homecoming dance City, so they both speak a dialect completely fine if you don't go.
If anyone wants to come with me
can take off all your clothes. . for only $10. If this is the first you've nobody understands. Also, one was There's plenty of productive things to France and/or 1793, let me know.
to do on a Sunday evening. Like, I'll be waiting with a red rose by
Birthday boy Nelly wants it that heard of it, quit'depending on me for . a cowboy and one was a bad boy.
the monkey bars after schooL
way. I asked.
your social life. It's pathetic.
It works. Trust me .
oh geez ... uin .. .look over there!

·SATlJRfJAY

l

·SUNDAY .

FRIDA¥
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For classifieds information call Lena Abbasi at

745~3561

or

e~mail

her at Newswire-Classifieds@xavier.edu

For Rent
Conveniently located, large 5-6
bedroom house, very close to campus. It's an easy walk and on-campus shuttle available. Updated
kitchen with dishwasher, two baths,
lots ofstorage space, free laundry with
water paid, off-street parking, front
porch and balcony, well-maintained.
Nice landlords who want to make
you happy! Call Karen at 321-2946
with questions. Asking $1,500/
month rent.
Norwood: two bedroom apartment, newly renovated, Three minutes from Xavier, off-street parking,
$550/month. Call 859-0220.

Help Wanted
Tutor wanted: twin fourth-grade
girls at Nativity Elementary School
(10 minutes from Xavier) are looking for help in their variou~ subjects.
Sessions would be once a week at
the school for al: out an hour. Ifyou're
interested in volunteering, c9ntact
Fred Benda, SJ., at745-3508 for more
information.
Math tutors wanted! Mathnasium
is looking fqrtutors at its West Chester
center to work with kids in grades 212. Tutorsstartat$8/hour. Call 759-

MAIB.

Adorable studio apartment across
Houses for rent: 2, 3, 4 bedroom.
houses available for rent in the spring of from campus. Equipped. Laundry.
2006. All within three blocks of campus, Quiet building. Best deal in town. Stuoff-street parking, laundry, fully equipped dent price is $345. Includes heat. Call
kitchens, and clean. Please call 616- 961-5555.
One bedroom available in two bed3798 or 321-0043.
5-6 bedroom house, less than one room apartmentat3833 Wmding Way,
mile from campus. Updated siding, floor- across from the Armory arid Elet Hall.
i!lg, renovations throughout. · Positive Spacious interior, central air and heatstudent references available. Call 708- ing, dishwasher, and refrigerator. $413/
month plus gas and.electric. Contact
5287 or email ckippen@yahoo.com.
Great looking apartments for- spring Michael Rett at rettmj@xavier.edu or
2006! Walking distance to school, spa- 502-548-2041.
cious rooms, central air, dishwashers,
laundry,. and off-street parking. References available. Caring landlord. Call
Ryan at 736-9991.

Travel

~ MAYO CLINIC

SUMME·R III·
FOR JUNIOR NURSING STUDENTS

General

Bahamas Spring Break Cruise! Five
Everybody's Records and CDs.
days from $299! Includes meals and · Voted the best of the Cincinnati area
MTV celebrity parties! Cancun,
with the largest selection of new and
used records and CDs. Specializing
Acapulco, Jamaica from $499! Campus
in rock, alternative, hardcore, hip-hop,
reps needed! Promo Code: 3 l. Visit
R&B, punk, indie, jazz, .blues .. and
www.springbreaktravel.com or call 1country. We carry music, DVDs, post800-678-6386.
Spring breakers: book early and save. ers, stickers, buttons and magazines.
Lowest· prices. Hottest destinations. 6106 Montgomery Road at Ridge.
Book 15 =two free trips or cash. Free
. One~ four women and one in six
·meals/parties by Nov. 7. Highest com- men will experience a sexual assault
Bes~ travel . perks. in their lifetime. You are not alone.
m1ss1on.
www.sunsplashtours.com. 1-800-426- Call for confidential support and in7710.
formation. Call 872-9259.

Want to place _a classified
ad? Call Lena at 745-3561
or email NewswireClassifieds@xavier.edu. ·
..

We invite you to explore the Summer Ill Student Nursing Experience ·
with Mayo Clinic In Rochester, Minnesota. This program Is for junior
year students of a four-year baccalaureate nursing program. Summer
Ill begins In early June and lasts for 10 weeks. Summer Ill is a paid,
supervised nursing program exposing the student to a broad range of
direct and Indirect patient care settings on Inpatient and surgical units.
Since 1997, Mayo Clinic Nursing In Rochester has been a recipient
of the Magnet Hospital Recognition Status for Excellence in Nursing
Service by the American ·Nurses Credentialing Center.
For more Information about the Summer Ill program, please visit our
website or contact:

MayoCllnlc
. Human Resources, OE-4 .
200 1st Street SW, Rochester, MN 55905 ·
ph 800-562-7984
~-mall summer3@mayo.edu

'

Application Deadline: January 15, 2006

·www.mayoclinic.org/summer3-rst .

